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Abstract
Procedural generation used for creature model generation uses 3D modeling
techniques which represent the outer shell or boundary of the structure. This fails to
deliver realism because of the lack of internal structure. This research uses a
grammatical approach to replicate the embryological process and the internal
structure of C. Elegans. We first collected and classified a large amount of data for C.
Elegans to generate string grammars. Those string grammars used to reconstruct a
visualized 4D embryological process (4D embryo) which is the prototype of our
worm. Based on that, we proposed a new evaluation method to accurately measures
the performance of the grammars. The method uses direct data comparison to
calculate the difference between virtual and real worm. It also implements the
visualization that allows us to visually observes the internal structure. We created
two grammars for different purpose – graph grammars and text grammars. The
graph grammars use biological references to represent the inner and outer cell
functions such as genes, chemicals, and cell-cell interactions. The text grammars
translate the graph grammars into a text file which used for computer operation and
storage. We developed four applications – two simulators, a data process
application, and a tree validator. The EmbryoSimulator uses string grammars to
reconstruct visualized 4D embryological process. The DataProcess processes the raw
data and generates grammars. The GrammarSimulator uses grammars to simulate
the embryological process using graph grammars for experiments. The TreeValidator
applies the new evaluation method to validates the accuracy and efficiency of
generated worm. The research results show that graph grammars can perfectly
replicate the internal structure of nematode worm. It has very high efficiency and
accuracy which only use a small number of productions to reproduce the
embryological process. We draw conclusions from results that grammatical approach
is an appropriate method for procedural generation of internal structure for creature
models.
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Glossary
A brief description of non-common words listed in Table 1. Those words are listed
because of unusual for IT researcher.
Table 1 The explanation for non-common words. Most of the words from biology field.

Word
Nematode worm

Caenorhabditis Elegans

Embryological process

Biological reference

Morphogenesis
Tissues

Differentiation

Cell lineage

Meaning/Explanation
One of the smallest creature in the
world. It contained around 1000 cells
and developed in 3 days. Further details
refer to section 2.5
One type of nematode worm. Usually
called C. Elegans. This research only
investigates this creature. The following
“Nematode worm” means C. Elegans.
The developmental process of creature
from a single cell. It represents cells’
division, differentiation, and
morphogenesis.
The biological reference includes inner
and outer cell functions such as genes,
DNA, chemical diffusion and cell
communication. Further details refer to
section 2.4
Morphogenesis process is the process
that cell merge to form tissues.
Can be considered as the organ inside
the body such as heart, brain, and
muscle.
The cell starts to become different from
each other to carry out a particular
function.
Cell lineage is the history of each
differentiated cell traced back to the
beginning of the embryo process.
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Introduction
Procedural content generation (PCG) is an algorithmic approach to automatically (or
semi-automatically) generating contents for games, virtual world, and other
computational applications. The form of contents created can be varied. Our focus is
to the generation of structural and geometric representations of life-like organisms.
There are several benefits to creating creature representations using procedural
generation. Procedural generation can generate a significant amount of content
without a human. It massively increases the level of detail for the content. It also can
reuse elements from different types of creature to generate new creatures.
Procedural generation tends to employ a few initial parameters to produce a variety
of similar content. The initial parameters provide some controls of the resulting
content.
At present, geometric creatures (characters) are typically made using 3D modeling
technique, which represents only the outer shell or boundary of the structure.
Modern general purpose computers are powerful enough to present a significant
amount of details, allowing the models to utilized in ways that make the inner
structure increasing important. Injured creatures can exhibit effects, such as
bleeding, infection, weakness or part of the body might stop working. The boundary
representation of 3D model fails to deliver realism in these case because the inside
of the creature is empty.
We are inspired by biological processes – a single cell contains the information
needed to generate and position the millions of cells in a human body. It means that
creature can develop from a single cell and its set of internal attributes. The original
cell divides into many which adhere together to form tissues, this process known as
morphogenesis. Morphogenesis is the biological process that causes an organism to
develop its shape. Our research goal is to procedurally generate the morphogenesis
process to produce a synthetic creature representation. We hypothesize that the
grammatical approaches previously used in plant modeling (Prusinkiewicz,
Lindenmayer & Hanan 1988) can be used to replicate the embryological process and
the structure of creature cell by cell.

To achieve our goal, we confine the investigate of the simplest creature in the world
– nematode worm. Caenorhabditis Elegans (C. Elegans) is one of the nematode
worm. C. Elegans contains approximately 1000 cells and progress from egg to adult
in 3 days (Corsi 2006) (see section 2.5). We aim to develop and refine a procedural
generation process to replicate the embryological process and the internal structure
of nematode worm.

Problem statement
The following stages are required to achieve this goal, and each stage has its
problems to be solved:
1. We need reference material providing details of the structure of the
nematode worm throughout its growth interval. This will be used to develop
the procedural modeling approach and to validate that candidate processes
are operating accurately. The problems to be solved are: what data source
are available that provide relevant detail on the nematode worm and its
morphogenesis? How does these data need to be manipulated to provide it
in a form suitable for the modeling and validation purposes for which it is
required?
2. Procedural models can involve a mix of data versus algorithmic processes.
Modeling driven by data is limited to recreating only the creature described
in the data set, while algorithmic processes are more versatile and adaptable
to different scenarios. Our methodology involves validating a purely datadriven approach and then iterating towards a more compact algorithmic
representation. The first step is to answer the question: can we use the
grammatical representation to produce a data driven reference algorithm
that can be used to recreating the embryological process of the nematode
worm?
3. The algorithmic strategies for procedural modeling will provide a more
compact representation by exploiting patterns in the data. We will
investigate several strategies for factoring out common elements of the
grammatical rules to produce an equivalent but more compact procedural
representation. These include providing a parametric grammatical system, or

modeling chemical diffusion processes through context-sensitive grammars.
These are intended to answer the question: how can the embryological
process be expressed algorithmically?
4. We hypothesize that effective procedural modeling of morphogenesis will
represent processes that currently exist in the biological system. Thus
effective algorithmic representations will need to incorporate these
processes in some way. We need to answer the question: what are the
biological processes that are most significant in achieving morphogenesis and
how can they be incorporated into the grammatical representation?
5. In each of the two preceding steps, we need to validate that the synthetic
models share key properties of the biological organism. Thus we need to
know: how to effectively use a biological reference to produce measures
describing the validity of the data structure representing the virtual worm.

Outline
This research first introduces the literature review in the field. The literature review
includes a brief discussion of procedural generation techniques. The source of data,
where it come from and what data collected. The cell simulation and morphogenesis
simulation to find techniques to express embryological process algorithmically. And
the evaluation method from simulation literature that measures their results. The
general biological reference that used to describing the embryological process. The
intensely detailed description of biological reference for C. Elegans.
Then, we introduce the method we used to solve our problem. The first grammars
(string grammars) we tried to visualize data into a 4D embryo process. Also the
description of 4D embryo experiment. After that, we introduce the graph grammars
and text grammars that used for replicate the embryological process. And the four
applications developed for simulate those grammars. Finally, we show our
experiment and results.

Literature review
Introduction - Literature review
At present, creature creation uses 3D modeling techniques which only represents
the outer shell of the creature. This research aims to provide more realistic
appearance and animation by generating the internal structure of the creature. We
involved a brand new idea that replicates the internal structure based on
embryological process. A wide range of literature included in this research such as
procedural generation techniques, biological information for nematode worm, cell
and morphogenesis simulation techniques and collected data for nematode worm.

Procedural generation / Procedural modeling
2.2.1 Introduction
Procedural content generation (PCG) use a formal algorithm to generate content
that would typically be produced by a human. It is used in game development
because it could generate a large amount of content in a short period, reduce human
resources needed, and increase the level of detail. One of the main advantages of
procedural generation is data amplification (Smelik et al. 2014). It means a simple set
of input parameters can yield a wide variety of output. The algorithm can generate a
variation of content by changing the initial parameters in the system. Those
parameters can be set of rules, constraints, attributes, and behaviors. The most
important property of procedural generation is that it “describes” the object which
contains a set of production rules rather than a set of static data.
A wide range of procedural techniques can be applied to produce various content.
The most common techniques used in procedural generation are randomness,
branch and subdivision, noise function, interpolation function, tiling and grammar
language. This chapter will discuss different techniques used to generate content
and grammar based procedural modeling.
2.2.2 Randomness
Randomness is applied entirely to the procedural generation. It is necessary because
it provides less predictable and varied contents. The randomness combined with
midpoint displacement method can generate variety within a scope (Smelik et al.

2014). The midpoint displacement method generates new data based on the average
of its neighbors in a triangle shape plus a random offset. This makes randomness
related to the current existing content. Smith (2015) mentioned that “Randomness
alone is typically not thought to be a sufficient qualification for PCG, and not to be
considered as procedural, such as Poker and Solitaire”. One way to make random
meaningful is to generate the statistical number.
Pseudo-random is a statistical randomness that uses a seed to generate “random
numbers” and be able to produce the same sequence over and over again (Greuter
et al. 2003). Seeding allows content to be created the same whenever it’s loading. It
is very fast to transfer across the network with a minimum amount of bandwidth
because the only thing necessary to transfer is a seed, which usually is a simple string
or number. The most well-known, most popular content generation use seeding is
Minecraft (Markus Persson 2012). Minecraft uses the seed to generate the entire
map which contains different biomes, terrains, and buildings. The map generated
can be reproduced entirely with the algorithm and seed.
2.2.3 Branch and subdivision
Subdivision methods can be used to generate contents such as river network, road
network, buildings (Smelik et al. 2014) and vegetation (Prusinkiewicz, Lindenmayer &
Hanan 1988). It starts with a single entry branch, then subdivides it recursively into
different branch and repeats to resulting a branch network.
Finite state machine (FSM) is the another subdivision method. Similar to the
subdivision process, the FSM select path uses different conditions. It allows content
to collect conditions of the environment to add details related to the current
situation. State machine widely used in game AI, which allows the computer to make
human-like decisions. For example, AI can consider where the enemies are, whether
health is enough to fight or whether should run away. It usually contains different
categories in each session; each category has a triggering event or conditions to
enter sub-category.
2.2.4 Noise function
Noise is a set of random numbers arranged in a line or a grid (Lagae et al. 2010). It
usually adds a pseudo-random offset to a line of numbers. The noise function makes

a varied difference within a limited range that increases the level of detail for the
content.
Perlin noise is a gradient noise to produce natural appearing texture, developed by
Ken Perlin at 1982 (Perlin 2002). Perlin noise uses a pseudo-random function to
generate random values, interpolated using coherent noise (Lagae et al. 2010). After
creating few layers of coherent noise, it combines using a different ratio. Visual
elements created by noise function appear more natural, such as smoke, fire, water,
etc.
Coherent noise is a smooth pseudo random noise. It takes pseudo-random values
then interpolate it into a smooth curve (Lagae et al. 2010). Coherent noise function
allows outputting various result by changing few parameters, such as frequency,
octave, persistence. Frequency defines the number of cycles per unit length that
coherent-noise function output, which similar to sin and cos frequency. Octave
control the amount of detail in Perlin noise, as known Level of Detail. More octaves
increase details but increase calculation time as well. Persistence determines how
quickly the amplitudes diminish for each successive octave in a Perlin-noise function.
Increase persistence produces rougher Perlin noise. Coherent noise function also
allows combining multiple modules, rotate, or invert module.
2.2.5 Interpolation function
Interpolation is a method of curve process that constructs new data points intersect
through the set of known data points. The known data points are those generated by
the noise function. For one set of data points, interpolation function can produce an
infinite range of points. We investigated two type of interpolation function below.
Linear interpolation takes two points and calculates using weighted mean. It is very
fast and often used when speed is important. Cubic interpolation different to linear
interpolation, it output continuous curve result. It requires four points instead of
two, also output as a curve instead of a straight line. It is expensive to calculate, so
only used when quality is important.

2.2.6 Tiling
Tiling usually combines a different layer of base textures to create highly detailed
textures (Kelly & McCabe 2006). New textures can combine with a set of textures,
color maps, blending maps, and normal maps. It also allows different output layer
according to various parameters. For example, terrain contains texture layers such as
water, snow, grass and stone. These layers can comprise separate textures and able
to applied to terrain according to a set of parameters, such as height, slope or
weather.
2.2.7 Grammars
Traditional string grammars is a set of production rules for rewriting strings. It
usually contains a starting string, then applies the production rules to the starting
string to create a new longer string. After that, use the rules again on the new string,
to produce an even longer string, and so on.
Graph grammars provide a useful formalism for describing structural manipulations
of multi-dimensional data (Campbell 2009). It used to parse and generate the graph.
A graph grammars is specified by a start graph and set of production rules. The role
of the production rules is to replace one subgraph by another. Ö zkar and Stiny
(2009) also mentioned that shape grammar is a rule-based formalism. Rules show
the particular shapes to be replaced and the manner in which they are replaced. An
example is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Example of graph grammars. The production rule on top which allows replacing left by right, A-B-C into
D. Then the bottom shows an example to replace the graphs using the production rule

The L-System is a parallel string rewriting system most famously used to model the
growth process of plant development. The same as other grammars L-System consist
two important parts: a start graph (axiom) and a set of productions. The set of
productions is the rules apply to the axiom to produce more strings. The rules then
can be applied again on each of those string to produce even more strings, and so
on. For example:
Axiom R, R->LRL
The initial state is L, to the order 1 it become LRL. At order 2, The rule applied
become LLRLL. At order 3, we get LLLRLLL.
Vegetation used in games for more realistic look. Vegetation usually raises up large
amount in the game, such as forest and jungle. One of the approaches to plant
modeling is the L-System. It allows for the generation of trees, individual plants and
developmental process (Prusinkiewicz, Lindenmayer & Hanan 1988). Few significant
extension of L-System is involved; one is DL-systems which allow to continuous

simulate plant development (Prusinkiewicz, Hammel & Mjolsness 1993). The other is
TreeSketch framework (Longay et al. 2012), it allows selective growth as the
branches prefer to grow with free space and good light condition.
2.2.8 Conclusion
The literature indicates that procedural generation techniques are well developed,
and being widely used. Some algorithm can be employed in this research such as
grammar, branch, subdivisions and interpolation. Grammar language uses simple
production rules to produce a large amount of content. This is very useful in this
research because we can produce a large amount of cells by defining the initial state
and few production rules. Thus, we hypothesize that grammar language has high
efficiency for replicate the embryology process of the creature.

Cell and morphogenesis simulation
2.3.1 Introduction
Cell and morphogenesis simulation software is an excellent example of how
algorithms process or manipulate the embryological process of a creature. It also
offers a variety of techniques that can be used in this research. Cell simulation and
morphogenesis simulation are different in various ways. Cell simulation express the
internal activity more precisely, such as chemical diffusion and membrane transport.
On the other hand, morphogenesis applies more attention on external activity. This
includes a huge number of cells that interact with each other and merge to form
tissues. This research focuses on morphogenesis rather than single cell simulation
because we want to be able to grow up an entire creature. This section investigates
both cell and morphogenesis simulation and discusses the techniques been used.
2.3.2 Related work
A large number of cell simulation literature has been published over the last few
years. Two models that have been widely used are cell-centered models and agent
based. Cell-centered model focuses on each cell. Cell activity can be simulated for
more detail and higher accuracy. However, cell centered model becomes less
efficient when a large number of cells are involved. Agent-based models are
designed specifically for a large number of cells. It ignores some of the details to
increase performance that allows it to simulate a large amount of cell at a faster

speed. It also allows large-scale complicated simulation, such as cell to cell
interaction, environment interaction, cell physics, cell movement and large-scale
chemical diffusion.
VirtualCell (Moraru et al. 2008) is an intensely detailed cell model that allow us to
study internal cell processes such as reaction kinetics, diffusion and membrane
transport. The software has the tools to provide all necessary information and
activity within the cell.
On the other hand, Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet and Rodin (2015) explored cell-centered
model for tissues simulation that considers cell behaviors at a higher level and does
not integrate a detailed description of intracellular process. They use a 2D agentbased system to address two main issues when simulating biological cells – a large
amount of cell, and cell complex interactions and behaviors.
COMPUCELL3D (Cickovski et al. 2005) is a 3D cell-cantered framework for modeling
morphogenesis. They use Cellular Potts Model, a grid-based system to accurately
simulate cell interactions and movements. They also investigate a Cell-Type-Map
that models differentiation of cells.
Bhattacharyya (2006) present a programming language viewpoint for
morphogenesis. They use a different system called amorphous computing, which is a
system of tiny elements called organizers. The elements have limited communication
range and can keep some local state, replicate and kill themselves.
This review of the literature found that each different model has its strength. Cell
centered model has extra control on an individual cell. Agent base models provide
extra freedom when designing the system. Therefore, choose the correct model is
critical to this research. For this research, we want to simulate the embryological
process of the creature. It means a large number of cells. We want to simulate the
entire embryological process and possible to ignore some details to speed up the
process. Agent-based model may use for our research to simulation large number of
the cell at the same time by ignoring some inner cell functions such as DNA.

2.3.3 Cell simulation
There are different methods to simulate cells. Differences include different cell
attributes and behaviors.
Most of the cell simulation models provide the cell with basic mechanical structure.
For example, Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet and Rodin (2015) use hexagonal,
Bhattacharyya (2006) uses a circle (ellipse) and Cickovski et al. (2005) uses square
(grid-based system).
Different cell behaviors have been involved in the literature because of cell exhibit
complex behaviors. Primary cell behaviors are included in most of the model, such as
growth, differentiation, death, division, and adhesion.
Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet and Rodin (2015) employ cell physics which is a mass (force)
system composed of cells. It allows cells to interact with their neighboring cells and
environment. They also involved a compression/stretching evaluation in which
division can only happen if the cell does not undergo strong compression. The cell
surrounded with too many other cells is considered as high compression. It means
only the cell at the edge will divide, the cell at center with high compression will not
divide. An example is shown in Figure 2.
COMPUCELL3D employs an energy system determines cell interactions, motion
under cytoskeletal fluctuations, response to external chemical stimuli,
differentiation, and division. The cell consumes energy to interact and only
communicate with others when energy is enough.
It is clear from above that different cells can be represented by various shape
depending on needs. A few basic behaviors are often included, such as growth,
differentiation, death, division, adhesion. Various approaches are used to determine
whether the cell should interact with others.

Figure 2 Adapted from (Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet & Rodin 2015). The compassion/stretching evaluation map. The
left side shows different cells existed. Right side shows the compression of these cells. Green color means a cell in
low compression; it will divide when possible. Yellow color means medium compression; it will result in longer
divide period or turn to red. Red color means cell under strong compression; it will not divide.

2.3.4 Morphogenesis simulation
Morphogenesis is the biological process that causes an organism to develop its
shape. Cell differentiation allows the development of bones, cartilages or muscles.
Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet and Rodin (2015) simplified this process to simulate tissue
proliferation included by a growth factor. They purpose the AER cell (Apical
Ectodermal Ridge), which are manually placed on the edge of tissues at the initial
stage. AER cells induce mesenchymal cell proliferation entailing the tissue to grow.
Cickovski et al. (2005) use a different approach. He defined three experimentally
determined zones in developing limbs. An apical zone in which a reserve of cells
remains unpatterned, an active zone in which cells rearrange and condense, and a
frozen zone in which condensing cells differentiate into cartilage and cease
rearranging.
It is clear from the above that different approach can be used as morphogenesis
simulation. Verification simulation is validated by growing a limb, but a different
strategy is developed. However, one of the similarity is the cell needs a signal to tell
whether it should merge or grow within a simulation. The signal is discussing in
section 2.5.5.
2.3.5 Conclusion
Cell simulation and morphogenesis simulation provides a framework for this
research. They provide few methods and examples to express biological process

algorithmically. To simulate cell and morphogenesis accurately, biological reference
is very important such as chemical diffusion, signal, cell-cell interactions, and energy.
The chapter below deeply explained the biological reference.

Biological reference
2.4.1 Introduction
Cells are the smallest unit life within a creature. They provide structure for the body,
take in nutrients from food, convert those nutrients into energy and carry out
specialized functions. They are usually composed of a very large number; such
human body contains trillions of cells. To understand them, we have to look in-depth
at cell basic foundations.
Cell Foundation consisted of two part – inner and outer cell. The inner cell includes
genes, DNA, chemical reaction and cell lineage. The outer cell includes
communication between cells, cell-cell, and cell-environment interactions. This
chapter will briefly explain cell lineage, genes, and communications
2.4.2 Basic information
A gene is made up of DNA and acts as a factory to make molecules. Most genes are
the same in species, but a small number of genes are slightly different from each
other. These contribute each creature’s unique physical features. For example, a
human with various color of hair. Genes can be considered as a set of instructions.
They define cell reaction with specific chemicals as well as the cell lineage.
Cell lineage is the history of each differentiated cell traced back to the beginning of
the embryo process. A creature such as C. Elegans has invariant lineage between
each other, which resulting in the same pattern in most cases. However, most of the
vertebrate cell lineage are more variable.
Cells communicate using chemical signals such as proteins or other molecules. The
molecules often called ligands, which are released by the sending cell. The target cell
has a specific receptor to receive those ligands and triggering a change inside of the
cell as shown in Figure 3. The communication between cells occurs in four different
ways – direct contact, paracrine signaling, autocrine signaling and endocrine
signaling (RiceUniversity 2013). Direct contact to signaling passes chemical through
gap junctions as shown in Figure 4. Paracrine signaling allows cells communicate

over short distance when cells release chemical messengers to nearby cells. Synaptic
signaling is one unique example of paracrine signaling, which nerve cells transmit
signals. Autocrine signaling is a cell signal to itself which means cell consist same
receptors and ligand. Endocrine signaling transmits signals over long distances,
which cell targets a distant cell through the bloodstream. Direct contact and
autocrine signaling are the only ways that cells are able to communicate with each
other in an early stage due to blood stream not existing.

Figure 3 Adapted from <https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/cell-signaling/mechanisms-of-cellsignaling/a/introduction-to-cell-signaling >. Cell communicate with each other by passing ligand. The sender
sends a chemical which needs a unique receptor for the target cell to receive the message. The target cell will
receive the chemical and response it. For example, target cell receives a chemical A then it divides. It is similar to
calling an abstract function in other class for programming.

Figure 4 Image modified from "Signalling molecules and cellular receptors: Figure 1," (RiceUniversity 2013). The
direct contact signaling. The cell has a small gap between two direct contacted cells because cells are touching
each other and it is gluey like material. The chemicals bypass those gaps without needed a receptor (different to
above one), which means all chemical will be received by all neighbor cells. This is what happen in the early stage
of the embryological process.

2.4.3 Conclusion
Gene, cell communication, and cell lineage are critical to this research. Cell lineage
provides an outline of cells within a creature. Cell communication defines the
interaction of cell and its neighbor. Gene provides instructions for both cell lineage
and communication. We hypothesize that the biological processes can be used in

grammar to procedurally generate creature. The section below will introduce C.
Elegans for this research, more details provided.

C. Elegans
2.5.1 Introduction
This research aim to growing creature internal structure cell by cell, we present one
of the simplest creature in the world – nematode worm (C. Elegans). C. Elegans is the
smallest creature with standard organ within it. It contains around 18,000 genes and
1000 cells that can be easily tracked without a computer. This chapter will outline
the characteristic of C. Elegans. We will also summarize the biological process to the
individual cells in this organism.
2.5.2 Basic information
In an adult, C. Elegans contains only about 1000 somatic cells and 1000-2000 germ
cells. It has a roughly bilaterally symmetrical body. The body compose the same
essential tissues as in other animals such as muscle, gut, and skin (Altun & Hall 2009).
Similar to other animals, it has two ends – anterior and posterior. Anterior organized
with mouth and brain. The posterior organized with the anus. The outer body
composed of two layers – a “skin” and underlying muscular layer (Alberts 2002).
Like most of the animals, C. Elegans has two sexes – female (hermaphrodite) and
male. However, hermaphrodite can reproduce by self-fertilization using her sperm,
or by cross-fertilization after received a male sperm by mating.
C. Elegans begins with a single cell – fertilized egg. The egg divides up to 558 number
of cells become a small worm inside the egg shell. These divisions occur without
growth until a mouth and gut have formed (Alberts 2002). After hatching, worm
begins growth and sexual maturation. The entire developmental take only about
three days.
In the development process, the lineage of cells follows the same pattern of cell
divisions and very few exceptions. Most of the cell divides into two; one moves
towards anterior and the other move toward the posterior. The cells in the early
stage are very similar, which means they are not restricted to single pathway until
quite late in development (Alberts 2002). The exceptions in the worm are the gut.

The gut called founder cell which born at eight cell stage. It causes nearby cells
become different from one other.
2.5.3 Cell lineage - Early development
As we discussed in the previous chapter, the cell foundation consists of two parts.
Following explain the details of the cell lineage
We introduce the early embryo till eight cells stage. As shown in Figure 5 and Figure
6, the embryo starts with a single cell called P0 – fertilized egg. P0 produce two type
of cell – AB and P family cells. The AB family cells are very constant which follows the
same pattern when they divide. Also, AB family cells are the same until late stage as
mentioned above. The P cells start to produce the gut and muscle cells. P1 divides
into P2 and EMS; EMS then divides into E and MS. E is the founder cell for the gut
and MS cell is the muscle cells. After this stage, the cells keep dividing into two A and
P cells (anterior and posterior). For example, AB to ABa and ABp, E to Ea and Ep. It
follows the same pattern until late embryo.

Figure 5 Tree structure of 8 cell stage cell lineage. P0 divide into AB and P1. AB follows the same pattern keep
produce itself. P1 divides into a different family of cells. MS is the muscle cell; E is the founder cell for the gut.

Figure 6 Adapted from (Alberts 2002). The 3D version of above cell lineage. It shows the cell position for eight cell
stage, anterior on left, posterior on the right. When divide in normal, one daughter will move towards anterior,
the other will move towards the posterior.

2.5.4 Cell lineage - Mid and late stage development
After the previous stage, the cell continues divided into A and P cells until 558 cells
reached. The cells form a small worm inside the egg. At that time, around half of the
cells finish dividing and carry out specific functions, such as mouth and gut. After
hatching, the worm starts to grow. The major cell type as shown in Figure 7. The
hermaphrodite (female) generates 1030 cells and male generates 959 cells during
the entire development, along with 131 cell deaths.

Figure 7 Adapted from (Alberts 2002). Summarized C. Elegans cell lineage chart. The P family cells consist of the
germ line. AB family cells divide into two branches. One consist Hyp and Neurons and other one consist Pharynx
and Hyp. E family cell produces intestine, and MS cell produces muscle, pharynx, and gonads. The total number of
this stage is 558. Some of these continue to divide to produce the 959 somatic cells in the adult (SF 2000).

2.5.5 Gene and cell-cell interactions in early embryo
Cell interactions are an essential part of the development process because in early
stage cells are mostly the same. The only difference is the founder P family cells.
Initially, P0 contains a few genes – GLP-1, APX-1, MOM-2, MOM-5, and POP-1. GLP-1
cause cell divides symmetry, but POP-1 cause cell divides asymmetry. Both GLP-1
and POP-1 exists in every single cell. However, POP-1 requires MOM-5 to active.
POP-1 is remained high in the anterior daughters and lowered in the posterior
daughters. The graphs below ignore POP-1 and GLP-1 because it is existing in all
cells.
When first dividing, P1 contains APX-1, MOM-2, MOM-5. AB contains GLP-1, shown
in Figure 8. Then P1 divides into P2 which contains APX-1 and MOM-2, and EMS
which contains MOM-5, shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8 P0 divides into AB and P1, gene listed below the name

Figure 9 P1 divides into P2 and EMS. AB divides into ABa and ABp, gene listed below the name

At this stage, P2 cell expresses a signal on its surface called Notch ligand Delta
express by the gene APX-1. The ABp have receptor of Notch signal by the gene GLP-1
(ABa already not in contact with P2 because of the distance). It causes ABp and P2 no

longer in touch with one other shown in Figure 10. It prevents ABp to asymmetrically
divide because POP-1 exists in every single cell and is activated by APX-1

Figure 10 P2 gene APX-1 send a signal to ABp react on gene GLP-1, causes ABp is isolated from P2.

P2 genes MOM-2 also express another signal to cause EMS asymmetry to divides
into two cells (should divide left-right rather than anterior and posterior, compare to
ABa and ABp division), because as mentioned above POP-1 exists in all cells and
require MOM-2 to activate. This signal affected on gene MOM-5, causes EMS
produce gut shown in Figure 11. At this stage, the most of the cell signaling is done.

Figure 11 Adapted from (SF 2000). P2 gene APX-1 express signal to neighbors affected on GLP-1 causes ABp no
longer contact with P2 to prevent divide asymmetry. Gene MOM-2 affected on EMS gene POP-1 cause it
asymmetry and also gene MOM-5 to produce gut

2.5.6 Conclusion
C. Elegans is a relatively simple creature. It is an excellent example for this research
for several reasons. C. Elegans has invariant cell lineage making it easier to
reproduce. It has only a few simple cell signaling during the development process. It
only contains a small amount of cells and genes.

Evaluation method
2.6.1 Introduction
To measure the similarity between real and virtual worm, few evaluation methods in
the literature are discussed blow. The literature is from above section 2.3.4.
2.6.2 Related works
Most of the literature provide a case study (simulation) to evaluate the results
presented. For example, VirtualCell (Moraru et al. 2008) simulates the cell structure,
and chemical diffusion. Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet and Rodin (2015) simulate cell and
limb growth (starfish). COMPUCELL3D (Cickovski et al. 2005) also simulates the limb
growth (chicken). Bhattacharyya (2006) simulates the organizer growth of two solid
spheres.
As above discussed, cell simulation and limb growth are two methods that can verify
the results. Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet and Rodin (2015) launched a limb growth
simulation for star fish. They first manually place in the tissues with AER cells at five
comers of a plane. Then AER cells growth cause plane transform into five arms
starfish (shown in Figure 12).
Cickovski et al. (2005) provide an even more accurate result. They chicken limb
appeals more accurate result compare to the chicken limb. As an example shown in
Figure 13, condensing cells shows in gray. No condensation (Apical zone) cells are
pink. The simulation shows the skeleton of chick limb.

Figure 12 Adapted from (Jeannin-Girardon, Ballet & Rodin 2015). The yellow dot surround with the red circle is the
AER cells which manually placed on the cells. Then the cell will only grow at the location of AER cells which result
in a starfish.

Figure 13 Adapted from (Cickovski et al. 2005). The development of chicken limb. Condensing cells shows in gray.
No condensation (Apical zone) cells are pink.

The review of the literature found that no accurate measurement performed. A new
evaluation method should be purposed for this research, to measure the result. We
purposed a brand new method for evaluation, refer to 4.6.4.

Data collection
2.7.1 Introduction
To conduct this research, we need a data set describing:
-

-

The structure of the worm throughout its development. This includes the
sequence in which cells divide (cell lineage) and times at which cells are
created and destroyed.
The geometry of the worm throughout its development. This would include
the size, shape and position of the cells at each step.

The data is needed for this research to support the developmental process and to
measure the accuracy of the research and validate the result. The required
information was obtained from a range of the sources and combined to produce the

desired data set. This chapter describes the sources of raw data relating to the C.
Elegans and explains how the data is integrated to provide a coherent data set.
Various websites and software are available for this research. OpenWorm (2015) is
an open source project that dedicated to creating a virtual C. Elegans nematode in a
computer. Bhatla (2011) developed a visualization of the worm’s cell lineage.
WormClassroom (2016)
Cell lineage information is available from number of sources. WormAtlas is a
database of featuring behavioral and structural anatomy of C. Elegans. J .E. Sulston
(2016) provide a comprehensive embryonic cell lineage map, shown in Figure 14.
Also, OpenWorm (2015) is an open source project that dedicated to creating a virtual
C. Elegans nematode in a computer. They store cell lineage information in an excel
sheet (see Appendix A – Cell lineage cytoscape) which include cell differentiation
map, cell size, and common name.
Timing information is available from a visualization tool developed by Bhatla (2011).
WormWeb is a visualization of the worm’s cell lineage. The cell lineage is shaped in a
hierarchical tree. More importantly, it also includes birth time and death time for
cells. An example is shown in Figure 15.
Geometric information is available from few media resources. Hymanlab (2013) and
Kang (2013) provides real-time development video. It presents an overview of the 4D
development of C. Elegans. However, WormClassroom (2016) provide an even better
result. They construct a 4D embryo; each cell has a floating name within the video
(insert manually). Additional, they use the different focal plane to show a different
layer of the cells, shown in Figure 16. Finally, Santella et al. (2015) created a tool
“WormGUIDES”, which is an interactive single cell developmental atlas and tool for
collaborative multidimensional data exploration. They provide a tool to use a slide
bar to track every single cell movement. An example is shown in Figure 17.
The summary of each source of data is summarized in Table 2.

Figure 14 Adapted from (J .E. Sulston 2016) The entire cell lineage map for C. Elegans

Figure 15 Adapted from (Bhatla 2011). The cell lineage visualization tool that displays cell lineage in a hierarchical
tree

Figure 16 Adapted from (WormClassroom 2016). The screenshot for developmental video of C. Elegans. Each cell
has a name. The number is an ID number, which used to find names ( the name is too long).

Figure 17 Adapted from (Santella et al. 2015). 3D visualization tool. The application allows track cell movement
step by step using the slide bar. The time shows on left bottom is not accurate, it increases by one minute (not
real time) each time.

Table 2 Summary of each source of data provides different type of information for nematode worm.

Website

Cell
lineage
WormAtlas
●
OpenWorm
●
WormWeb
●
WormClassroom
●
Hymanlab
(2013)
Kang (2013)
WormGUIDES
●

Timing

Cell
position

Multimedia

Visualization

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

2.7.2 Data reliability
Data reliability is the most important factor for this research because we want to
replicate C. Elegans internal structure accurately. Data reliability is an issue because
most of the data is from the internet.
For that reason, I use multiple sources of data across the different website. Also, the
structure information provided by those sites are the same. Therefore, the cell
structure information is very accurate and reliable.

The geometric data we use is from WormGUIDES, and no other data found to
backup.
Although the geometric data we use is entirely from WormGUIDES, we still check
major cells position manually, with the videos provided by another source. It can be
confirmed; the data is relatively accurate.
2.7.3 Conclusion
Websites from the internet are an excellent source of data. The raw data from the
web is very reliable. Most of the data we collected are raw data that cannot use in
our project directly. Data process is necessary before use them. The detail of
processing data refers to 4.6.2.

Conclusion - Literature review
Through above review of the literature, we found grammars that were successful
generate vegetation before which may use for generation of the creature. The cell
simulation and morphogenesis simulation provides some tools and methods to
express the embryological process algorithmically. We collect and classify the data
which needed for study the embryological process. The intensely detailed early stage
embryological process of C. Elegans will be a reference to our grammars. The existing
evaluation methods should not use for our research because they are not accurate.
A new method may need to validate our results. The next section will introduce the
method we used to achieve our goal.

Methodology
For this research, our goal is to use grammatical approach to replicate the
embryological process and the internal structure of C. Elegans. To achieve our goal,
we have identified five problems have to be solved.
Through above literature 2.7, we found the data source that provides the details for
the nematode worm and its morphogenesis. It uses quantitative data to provides all
necessary information such as cell lineage, timing, and positioning. It consists total
more than 130,000 lines of data, consider it only contains a small number of cells
(1000 cells, human contains trillions). We have successfully answered the research
question 1 (see the order of research question in section 1.1).
Next step is answering question 2 and 3 (see section 4). As reviewed in the literature
2.2.7, grammar language has two significant advantage to achieve this goal –
grammar language be able to create a large amount of content with only few
production rules, and it can set up and control various result by changing a small
amount of input. We created a visualized 4D embryological process that applies
string grammars to reconstruct the internal structure of C. Elegans. After that, we
should use a biological reference to enhance the grammars which allow us to
recreate worm with a small number of productions (question 4, see section 5.5).
Then measure the efficiency and accuracy of our virtual worm generated using
enhanced grammars (question 5, see section 6.4).
Because of the data we collected are the raw data was found for this research. The
process to reconstruct the data is critical. The combination of different source data
and simplifying it can help during the development because the large amount of data
we collected. Next section will introduce the process of data into string grammars.

4D embryo experiment
Introduction
This experiment uses EmbryoSimulator application to reconstruct nematode worm.
We want to answer research question 2 and 3. To use grammatical representation to
produce data-driven reference algorithm, that can be used to recreating the
embryological process of nematode worm and express the process algorithmically.

Goal
The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate that the grammars used are
capable of accurately reconstructs the structure and embryological process of C.
Elegans.

Hypothesis
We hypothesize that the data we collected can use for recreating the internal
structure of nematode worm. The grammatical approach can be utilized for replicate
the embryological process. We can visualize the embryological process using data
collected. The grammatical representation is equivalent to the data representation
of the worm.

Equipment / application / data
The application and data are attached in Appendix E – Applications. The
EmbryoSimulator in Appendix F – 4D embryo
Name
Raw data
EmbryoSimulator

DataProcess

Comment
The raw data collected described in
section 2.7
EmbryoSimulator uses Unity3D game
engine to visualize the grammar
language
The application for process raw data.
Use raw data to generate original
grammar language.

Procedure
To use EmbryoSimulator to visualize the embryological process, we have to process
the raw data and generate string grammar. To make string grammar, we use
DataProcess application with file in Appendix B – Cell lineage cytoscape for

DataProcess. The “Creature Grammar.txt” generated by the application is the
grammar files can be used for EmbryoSimulator.
After generating grammar, we can run the EmbryoSimulator located within “Build”
folder. Press “T” to switch the menu, then read data from string grammar. After
loading complete, we can analysis the data and generate the tree structure of cell
lineage. It also allows us to simulate the 4D development using the slide bar at the
right bottom corner.

Results
4.6.1 String grammars
The data we collected consist of three categories – cell lineage, timing, and position.
The excel sheet from OpenWorm (2015) is the foundation which provides cell
lineage information. WormWeb (Bhatla 2011) provides timing information (birth and
death time) for each cell (see Appendix A – Cell lineage cytoscape). That information
combine with WormGUIDES (Santella et al. 2015) cell position data (see Appendix D
– Cell position data files), the information is ready for creating a virtual worm.
The grammar we used to reconstruct 4D embryological process is the string
grammars. We created an application (see Appendix E – Applications) combine that
useful information above into a string grammars because it is readable and retain
small file size. As string grammar, there are two key elements. Axiom and production
rules. The axiom we use “[Axiom]” as an indicator. The production rules we use a
custom symbol “->”, as it shown left to right. Because of differentiation map contain
parents and daughters. The left side consists parents, and right side consists
daughters. Both left and right fill with the property, such as generation, birth time,
division time or nothing. We use “|” to separate cells on one side, results grammar
accepts multiple inputs from both left and right. Those setups help us combine cells
to form tissues in a later stage. An example is given below and in Appendix C –
Original grammar.

[Axiom]
P0(Generation=1;BirthTime=0;DivisionTime=0;EmbryoTerminated=False;EmbryoT
erminatedBlast=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;DeathTime=0;)

[Production Rules]
0P0(Generation=1;BirthTime=0;DivisionTime=0;EmbryoTerminated=False;EmbryoT
erminatedBlast=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;DeathTime=0;)->AB(Gen
eration=2;BirthTime=0;DivisionTime=17;EmbryoTerminated=False;EmbryoTermin
atedBlast=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;DeathTime=0;)|P1(Generation
=2;BirthTime=0;DivisionTime=18;EmbryoTerminated=False;EmbryoTerminatedBla
st=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;DeathTime=0;)
1AB(Generation=2;)->ABa(Generation=3;BirthTime=17;DivisionTime=35;EmbryoTer
minated=False;EmbryoTerminatedBlast=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;
DeathTime=0;)|ABp(Generation=3;BirthTime=17;DivisionTime=35;EmbryoTermin
ated=False;EmbryoTerminatedBlast=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;Deat
hTime=0;)
2P1(Generation=2;)->EMS(Generation=3;BirthTime=18;DivisionTime=39;EmbryoTe
rminated=False;EmbryoTerminatedBlast=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;
DeathTime=0;)|P2(Generation=3;BirthTime=18;DivisionTime=42;EmbryoTerminat
ed=False;EmbryoTerminatedBlast=False;CommonName=;Apoptoses=False;Death
Time=0;)

Cell positions we store differently as others. We consider the position data is “Step”.
Each step contains its size, energy, and position. The cell linearly fades from one step
to the other. Steps evenly distribute within cell’s lifecycle. Example as below

[Step]
0Cell=AB;Generation=2;Colour=;Size=27;Position=(x=257,y=215,z=19);Energy=2933
8;
0Cell=P1;Generation=2;Colour=;Size=33;Position=(x=147,y=306,z=19);Energy=5335
7;
0Cell=ABa;Generation=3;Colour=;Size=29;Position=(x=287,y=228,z=21);Energy=373
31;

The above process of raw data created a special grammar language able to help us to
create our virtual worm using the tool we developed – EmbryoSimulator.
4.6.2 DataProcess
The DataProcess application in Appendix E – Applications allows us to fast process
data into grammars (also shown in Figure 18). It has three main usages – processed
data, generate string grammars and generate graph grammars. The DataProcess
application takes raw data input and output various result. Firstly, it can view the
raw data in a table. The table is sortable by click on the header which allows us to
study the pattern of those cells. Then it classifies data into a different category such
as patterned cells, non-patterned cells, cell death and ending cells. This allows us
quickly find what data can be effectively representing by grammars.
The application also generates string grammars and graph grammars use data
collected. This results in significant advantage because of the massive amount of
data we need to process. It can be used later for other, even more, a complex
creature as well to save a huge amount of time.

Figure 18 The DataProcess application, used to load data and generate grammars. The table is sortable by click
on the heading, allow us to study the pattern (standard rules) for cell division. The “Generate Initial Grammar”
allow us to generate string grammars for EmbryoSimulator. The “Generate Final Grammar” allows us to create
graph grammars and text grammars for GrammarSimulator.

4.6.3 EmbryoSimulator
The most important data we found are based on two main factor – structure and
geometric. Our goal is to create a virtual worm within computer will allows us to
compare the results directly. The EmbryoSimulator replicate the embryological
development process cell by cell using the grammar language. It constructs a 4D
embryo process of C. Elegans. The EmbryoSimulator consists of two parts – a
searchable cell lineage map, and a real-time 4D embryo of C. Elegans.
The searchable cell lineage map is a visualization tool of the structure of C. Elegans.
It uses a hierarchical tree to display a history of the cells. The tools allow searching
by cell name and display number of generation after to that cell, example shown in
Figure 19.
Real-time 4D embryo tool is a Real-time 3D visualization tool replicate the geometric
of C. Elegans during the embryology process. We use this tool to tracks each cell
position. An example is shown in Figure 20.

The EmbryoSimulator visualized both structure and geometric representation of C.
Elegans. They are great tools for evaluating the result because we can see the
difference.

Figure 19 The cell lineage tree for C. Elegans. The application allows input a cell name and number of generations.
Then it will only show the number of generation after particular cell (kind of zoom in). This is a great tool to study
the complex structure that breaks down and only shows necessary information.

Figure 20 The 4D embryological process. Each sphere is a cell, the health bar on top indicates how long until it
dead, divide or end. The adjustable time scale from 4 to 100 at right bottom corner.

4.6.4 Evaluation method
As stated in literature 2.6, those evaluation methods in literature are not accurate
and should not use for this research. The evaluation method for the result is simple –
direct data and visualized structure comparison between virtual and real worm. For
this research, we use quantitative data as backup criteria to construct a real 3D
worm. The data allows us to calculate the accuracy and difference between real and
virtual worm. We can compare worms use a number of cells at a time, or visualized
structure of cell lineage to determine whether grammar is accurate. The 4D embryo
tool allows us to see the difference directly even without data analysis.

Conclusion
It is evident from above discussion that the method we choose is very appropriate
for this research. Through the first trial, the grammatical approach is suitable for
simulate the internal structure of C. Elegans. The EmbryoSimulator we created is
great for visualization and evaluation. Through above experiment, we have
answered the research question 2 and 3. We used the grammars to express the

embryological process algorithmically. We used string grammars to reproduce the
embryological process of nematode worm based on the data we found.

Graph grammars development
Introduction
As tested in previous section 4.6.1, the string grammars are suitable for this
research. However, because of the complex of the creature, and the limitation of the
string grammars, we investigate the other grammar – graph grammars. This chapter
will introduce the graph grammars, outline the advantages and define the
parameterization. Also explained how to use the graph grammars to represent cell
division and morphogenesis (merge).

Advantages
Graph grammars are specified by a start graph and set of production rules. The role
of the production rules is to replace one subgraph by another. An example is shown
in previous Figure 1. There are a few advantages for graph grammars compare to the
string grammars. Firstly, graph grammars are easier than string grammars to
understand because it visualized grammars into a graph. This can reproduce very
complex string grammars into an understandable graph. Because of the complexity
of the creature, we want our grammar as much easier as possible. Graph grammars
use graphs to visualize the text in string grammar. It can represent complex structure
and geometry in an understandable way. Secondly, graph grammars can represent
3D structure and geometry. We aim to replicate worm internal structure cell by cell.
Therefore, we should consider 3D space rather than 2D. String grammar has a very
poor description when used for 3D generation, usually consist a very long, complex
and non-understandable string. On the other side, graph grammars can present 3D
generation with one or two graphs. Lastly, graph grammars are able to represent
cell-cell interaction, connection, and signaling. Graph grammars can easily visualize
the cell-cell connections resulting in the chemical signaling between neighbor cells. It
allows us to see the difference after chemical effect on the cell easily. For example,
chemical cause cell isolated from each other (cell not changed), which the
connection easily ignored using string grammar because cell has the same name.

Grammar definition
As stated in above, grammar language consists of a start graph called axiom and few
production rules. Our grammar language has the same component. However,
consider to save the graph grammars into the computer is very difficult, we also

define a text grammar for easy save. Therefore, graph grammars consist two parts –
traditional graph grammars, and a text grammars.
The graph grammars build based on foundations of cell – inner and outer. The graph
grammars must have the ability to represent the inner function for the cell – such as
inner chemicals and genes. The graph also has to represent the outer function for
the cell, such as cell connection.
Because we want our grammar as easy as possible, we summarize the
representation inside nematode worm. We use “Chemical” for grammar to
represent the chemical and gene inside the cell. It can consider as properties of the
inner cell. Also, we assume that each “Chemical” has certain level inside the cell.

Parameterization
The axiom (start graph) is consisting by a subgraph. Subgraph composed by a small
element – cell. Each cell has several properties and name (not necessary). The
properties possible be a gene, chemical, generation, etc. After defined cells,
subgraph also allows defining the connection between cells uses a line. Cell
connection is necessary because early cell signaling only works on neighbors. The
production rule for graph grammars composed by two subgraphs split by a symbol
“->”. An example of production rule shown in Figure 21, left side subgraph can be
considering as an axiom.
Text grammars are built upon the graph grammars. It used to save graph grammars
into a text-based file for easy storage. The text grammars also split by symbol “->”. It
uses a keyword “Cell{}” define the cell. Use keyword “Chemical=(A|B|C|D|E)”
determine the properties of the cell. Use “OTHER” determine other properties not
listed in the properties, otherwise need correctly matched. Use keyword “NOON”
define end cell, at which cell divide no more. Use keyword “Name=” set the name.
Use keyword “+” to add name base on parent name. Use keyword “AND” set
multiple cells. Use keyword “1--2” define the connection use. The 1 and 2 are the
index of the cell (auto number by position). An example is shown in Figure 21, the
translate of Figure 22 into a text grammars.

Figure 21 The production rule for graph grammars. Each side of the production rule consists with subgraphs. The
subgraphs contain cells, inner cell properties, and cell-cell connections. The graph grammars above means replace
P0 with AB and P1. AB carry chemical 1 and P1 carry gene 2.

Cell{Name=P0,Chemical=(Chemical 1|Gene 2)} ->
Cell{Name=AB,Chemical=(Chemical 1)} AND Cell{Name=P1,Properties=(Gene 2)}
AND 1--2;

Figure 22 The text grammars use to translate Figure 21 into a text file that can use for computer operation. It uses
keyword “Cell” to determine a new cell. Keyword “->” used to split condition and result (production). Keyword “--"
links connect cells together.

C. Elegans early embryo translate
The early stage of C. Elegans is important during the development process. Following
shows the graph grammars until P4 ends (after that is repeat A and P).
The axiom is shown in Figure 23.
The following production rules are shown in Figure 23 to Figure 32. The description
of each production rule is in the caption.

Cell{Name=P0,Chemical=(GLP-1|APX-1|MOM-2|MOM-5)};

Figure 23 The start graph (axiom) for C. Elegans. It includes four genes.

Cell{Name=P0,Chemical=(GLP-1|APX-1|MOM-2|MOM-5|OTHER)} ->
Cell{Name=P1, Chemical=(APX-1|MOM-2|MOM-5|OTHER)} AND
Cell{Name=AB,Chemical=(AB|GLP-1|OTHER)} AND 1--2;

Figure 24 The first production rule for P0 divides into AB and P1. GLP-1 goes with AB cell result it continually
divides into A and P. MOM-2, and MOM-5 goes with P1 result inconsistent division.

Cell{Name=AB,Chemical=(GLP-1=50|OTHER)} -> Cell{Name=+a,Chemical=(GLP1|OTHER)} AND Cell{Name=+p,Chemical=(GLP-1|OTHER)}) AND 1--2;

Figure 25 The AB divides into ABa and ABp because it contains gene GLP-1.

Cell{Name=P1,Chemical=(APX-1|MOM-2|MOM-5|OTHER)} ->
Cell{Name=P2,Chemical=(MOM-2|APX-1|OTHER)} AND
Cell{Name=EMS,Chemical=(MOM-5|OTHER)} AND 1--2;

Figure 26 P1 divides into P2 and EMS

Cell{Name=P2,Chemical=(APX-1|OTHER)} AND Cell{Chemical=(GLP-1|OTHER)}
AND 1--2 -> Cell{Name=P2,Chemical=(APX-1|OTHER)} AND
Cell{Name=2+,Chemical=(GLP-1|OTHER)};

Figure 27 P2 gene APX-1 express chemical affects on the neighbour cell (any, without a name) that has GLP-1.
Result two cells isolated. This will happen on ABp, we use chemical rather than cell name.

Cell{Name=P2,Chemical=(MOM-2|APX-1|OTHER)} AND
Cell{Name=EMS,Chemical=(MOM-5|OTHER)} AND 1--2 ->
Cell{Name=P2,Chemical=(MOM-2|OTHER)} AND Cell{Name=E,Chemical=(APX1|GLP-1|OTHER)} AND Cell{Name=MS,Chemical=(APX-1|GLP-1|OTHER)} AND 1-2 AND 2--3;

Figure 28 P2 and EMS produce E and MS cell. As stated before in section 2.5.5, EMS require P2 (chemical MOM-2)
to develop a gut.

Cell{Name=P2,Chemical=(MOM-2|OTHER)} -> Cell{Name=C,Chemical=(GLP1|C|OTHER)} AND Cell{Name=P3,Chemical=(MOM-3|OTHER)} AND 1--2;

Figure 29 P2 divides into C and P3

Cell{Name=E,Chemical=(APX-1|GLP-1|OTHER)} AND
Cell{Name=MS,Chemical=(APX-1|GLP-1|OTHER)} AND 1--2 ->
Cell{Name=E,Chemical=(E|GLP-1|OTHER)} AND
Cell{Name=MS,Chemical=(MS|GLP-1|OTHER)} AND 1--2;

Figure 30 The chemical APX-1 in E and MS is ended (disappeared or finished). These cells only contain GLP-1,
which result in divides symmetrically.

Cell{Name=P3,Chemical=(MOM-3|OTHER)} -> Cell{Name=D,Chemical=(D|GLP1|OTHER)} AND Cell{Name=P4,Chemical=(MOM-4|OTHER)} AND 1--2;

Figure 31 P3 divides into D and P4. D only contains GLP-1 which result D cells divide in pattern from this point.

Cell{Name=P4,Chemical=(MOM-4|OTHER)} -> Cell{Name=Z3,Chemical=(NOON)}
AND Cell{Name=Z2,Chemical=(NOON)} AND 1--2;

Figure 32 P4 ends on Z2 and Z3; they are not divided anymore. We assign no chemical for end cell.

Difference between two grammars
There are two classes of grammars we designed for this research. The first one used
to process data, we used that grammar to create 4D embryo tool. The second one
discussed above. The main difference between two grammars is first one use name
driven system, which identifies cells by name. The second grammar uses properties
driven system, which the name is less important. Grammar use properties matching

is similar to the original cell because someone gives cell name but gene and chemical
are inner properties of the cell.

Conclusion
Through above, we defined graph grammars can represent the development process
of C. Elegans using properties driven system. The graph grammars can replicate cell
inner properties, cell-cell connection, and cell signaling. The graph grammars also
can match multiple cells on one side. The text grammars are able to translate graph
grammars into a text-based grammar. It used to save very complex graph grammars
for a tiny storage space.

Implementation
Introduction
To use grammar described above, we need an application that can take grammar
input and reconstruct the structure of the nematode worm. The application should
be able to take initial input as an axiom and then make a decision in different
production rules. Finally, output the result cells and be able to visualize it. This
chapter will introduce the application we developed for simulation and the
evaluation application that used for calculating accuracy of the result.

GrammarSimulator
The grammar simulator is a text based simulator designed for analysis grammar. The
simulator takes few inputs such as name, axiom, and production rules (examples
shown above in section 5). The simulator then matches the production rules with
axiom to perform the first production. The axiom can contain multiple cells and
connections. The matched cells are sort by similarity, which is calculated using the
sum of same properties and its name. After production rule selected, the simulator
calculates the difference between the condition and result. Then copy all
information into a new cell and add it to the cell list. Finally, the simulator restarts
with a new set of cells and choose production rules until non-production matched.
An example is shown in Figure 33 The result of simulated cells can be output into
Graphviz (North 2000) to visualize the structure, discussed below.

Figure 33 6.2 GrammarSimulator used to simulate creature embryological process using grammars. It first
chooses production rule used (auto number) shows above top middle. Then select matched existing cells with the
condition they matched. Then calculate result and output cell list within the creature.

Structure visualization
To visualize the structure of the result, we use a program called Graphviz (North
2000). Graphviz is open source graph visualization software, which representing
structure information as a diagram of abstract graphs and networks. It takes the
description of graphs in a simple text language to generate diagram in useful
formats. Our project uses dot language to create directed hierarchical graphs.
The dot language first indicates what graph used “digraph” keyword and then assign
a name for the graph. Similar to our production rule, the dot language use symbol
“->” for production as well. It is very similar to our grammars that are the reason we
use it. An example is shown in Figure 34 and Appendix I – Graphviz

Figure 34 Graphviz user interface. Left side text area is where to put dot language. Right side shows the graph.

Evaluation criteria and application
The evaluation is the key to this project because we want to measure the accuracy
and effectiveness of the grammatical approach. Therefore, we proposed few
evaluation criteria for this research and developed an application to evaluate the
result.
6.4.1 Criteria explanation
The variables need to be measured, includes a number of production rules, the
number of generated cells, exactly matched cells, similar cells, structural similar cells,
missing cells and extra cells. The number of production rules is the production rules
we used in grammar. The number of generated cells are the total cells produced. The
number of cells can be different to the original, because by removing production

rules may cause extra and missing cell to exist. The exactly matched cell is the cell
with the same structure position and exactly same name. Structure position is the
position of the cell in a tree structure (cell lineage). The similar cell is the cell with a
similar name at the same structure location, such as hyp 7 and hyp. The structural
similar cell is the cell at the same structure position but with a different name. The
missing and extra cell are the cells different from the original data.
The evaluation criteria are included, such as efficiency, accuracy, similar accuracy,
and structural accuracy. The efficiency indicates the efficiency of the production
rules scale from 100% to above (400% means 4x efficiency or quarter production
rules). The accuracy calculates the percentage of correctly matched cells minus other
cells (similar, structural similar etc.). The similar accuracy calculates the percentage
of exactly matched and similar cells minus other cells. The structural accuracy
calculates the percentage of exactly matched, similar, and structural similar cells
minus error cells.
Table 3 defines the formula used to calculate the particular measurement. Within
Table 3, the TotalCells of C. Elegans is 1341 from its original data. The
OriginalProductionRules is 1317. ExactlyMatchedCells are the cells has the exactly
same name and has the same structural in the cell lineage (tree structure). The
SimilarCells are the cells has the same structural but with similar (not the same)
name, such as hyp 7 as hyp. The StructuralSimilarCells are the cells has same
structural but with different name. The percentage is scaled from 100% to below.
For example, 0% accuracy means half of cell matched and half not.
Table 3 The evaluation criteria that used for the experiment.

Accuracy
Structural
Accuracy
Efficiency

𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠−𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠−𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠−𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠−𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠+𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠+𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠−𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠−𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑂𝑓𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠

6.4.2 Application
The evaluation application is able to take input dot language to reconstruct the tree
structure and calculate the difference between two trees. An example is shown in

Figure 35. We hypothesize that this new evaluation method be able to help us
measure the similarity of virtual and real worm.

Figure 35 The TreeValidator application used to calculate a score for our results. It input two dot language, and
calculate the difference between it. It will output the variable describe in above section 6.4.1.

Conclusion
We developed two tools to simulate the grammar and calculate score successfully.
The GrammarSimulator manages to take grammatical input and export structure
result in dot language. The evaluate criteria and application calculate the score of
the result. We also use Graphviz dot language to visualize the structure of the result.
The above implementation not only limited to simulate cell development but also
can be used in many other field such as generate vegetation, river network, and road
network. The following results are related to simulate nematode worm.

Grammar simulation experiment
Introduction
This experiment uses GrammarSimulator to test our graph and text grammars. We
want to answer research question 4 and 5 (see 1.1). The experiment is critical to
judging the grammatical approach for the embryological process. This chapter
introduces the experimental description such as experiment goals,
equipment/application required and procedure.

Goal
The purpose of this experiment is to find out what biological reference can help to
reduce the productions needed for reproducing the embryological process. Also how
efficient and accurate is our grammatical approach.

Hypothesis
We hypothesize that we can recreate a creature that matches the biological
reference. The grammar language can reproduce the embryology process of creature
with a small number of productions. The new evaluation method quantifies the
similarity of virtual and real worm.

Equipment / application / data
The application and data are attached in Appendix E – Applications and Appendix G –
Grammar production files.
Name
Embryo translate

Raw data
DataProcess

GrammarSimulator
Graphviz
TreeValidator

Comment
The early embryo translates into
grammar language described in section
5.5
The raw data described in section 2.7
The program for process raw data. Use
raw data to generate grammar
language.
The program takes grammar input, use
production rules to calculate results.
The visualization tool to generate the
hierarchical graph.
The application used to validate tree
structure, calculate scores.

Procedure
To use the GrammarSimulator to simulate the embryological process, we have to
create a grammar for nematode worm. To create grammar language, we use
DataProcess application with file Appendix B – Cell lineage cytoscape for
DataProcess. Load the data and click on “Generate Final Grammar” to generate
graph grammars. The “All In One” file generated by the application is the production
rules that can be used for the grammar.
Use above production rules and “Embryo translate” can create a basic grammar file
for recreating creature. At this moment, the production rules should around 500. To
reduce the production rules, we have to find the regular pattern within the
embryological process. DataProcess can create a cell list, and sort by the different
header to help find the pattern. This step needs to complete manually and has
different variation every time. However, the goal is to reduce as much production
rules as possible without affecting the structure of nematode worm.
We use production files included in Appendix G – Grammar production files for the
experimental. The production files can be loaded uses GrammarSimulator and
generate creature. Once complete, it can generate graph text using dot language.
Then, the graph text uses in application Graphviz to generate visualized structure for
nematode worm.

Results and discussion
Introduction
For this research, we aim to procedurally generate a nematode worm upon the
embryological process. Our goal is to replicate the internal structure of nematode
worm. Also, we want to validate our hypothesis. The grammatical approach can be
used for replicate the development process and internal structure of creature cell by
cell. We can recreate a creature that matches the biological reference. The new
evaluation method qualifies the similarity of virtual and real worm. The grammar
language can reproduce the embryology process of creature with a small number of
productions. To achieve our goal, we have to provide experimental results as
evidence. This chapter will outline the result of these experiments and discuss the
significance of those results.

Results
The results are collected in an excel sheet included in Appendix H – Final result.
Following shows only the most relevant results we get.
We use a biological reference to summarize nematode worm into an axiom and few
productions. The productions are scaled from initially 1317 to only 2 lines. We want
to study the efficiency and accuracy for the result. The efficiency indicates how
efficient is the grammatical approach. It determined whether is possible to recreate
the creature with a small number of productions. However, the efficiency alone is
meaningless; it should measure combined with accuracy. The accuracy indicates the
correctness for the internal structure of nematode worm. It is important because we
want to replicate the internal structure cell by cell. For this results, we want to
measure the overall performance of grammar, as well as the critical performance.
The overall performance uses linear production reduction, which decreases
production by 100 each time. The production removed the same amount from each
different family of cells such as AB, E, MS, and D. The critical performance uses nonlinear reduction which reduces production focus on one type of cell (one family).
This allows us to study the pattern of different cells.

As shown in Table 4. and Figure 36, we use a consistent productions reduction (100)
to measure the overall performance of the grammar. The creature 1-8 has the same
cells (100% accuracy) compare to the original data with hundreds of productions
reduced. This implies that grammar language can perfectly replicate the internal
structure of nematode worm. The structural accuracy remains 100% at 400
productions and 85.83% at 200 productions. This means each production can
generate four cells and still have the ability to retain the internal structure. It shows
that overall performance of grammar is superb for the replicate embryological
process. The accuracy starts to drop at 500 production rules, and with increased
drop rate. The accuracy drops suggested that name of cells cannot be matched. This
may be because of the issues with naming conventions used in the original worm
dataset. The naming of the cell after the early stage depends on where it moves.
Name adds A means daughter cell move towards anterior (front); P means posterior
(back, gut); R means right and L means left. The name only useful in early stage and
late stage. The increased drop rate indicates the different importance of the
productions. The additional productions may use to enhance the description of basic
productions. It causes those additional productions have less efficiency but increased
details on the structure generated. For example, basic productions describe the
structure of the creature, but additional productions provide a name for each cell.
The structural accuracy suddenly drops from 85.83% to 28.41% at 200 productions
and then to -105.29% at 2 productions. The negative percentage means there are
more missing and extra cells than matched cells. Also at this point, matched cells are
meaningless because tree structure can either go left or right. It always has matched
cells in any situation. This implies the limitation in the productions which require a
minimum number of productions to maintain the structure of creature.
Through above, the results display the overall performance for our grammar.
However, we can further investigate the productions range at 2 to 500, since the
most activity is happening there.
Table 4 The experiment result for overall performance The accuracy start drops at 500 production rules, and drop
below 80% at 300 productions. This shows one production can generate four cells. The structural accuracy start
drops at 400 productions and drops below 80% at around 200 productions. This shows one production can
generate seven cells.

Test

Number of Productions

Accuracy

Structural Accuracy

Original Data
Creature 1
Creature 2
Creature 3
Creature 4
Creature 5
Creature 6
Creature 7
Creature 8
Creature 9
Creature 10
Creature 11
Creature 12
Creature 13

1317
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
2

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
94.78%
79.27%
57.35%
-24.83%
-305.29%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
94.63%
85.83%
28.41%
-105.29%

Similarity
150.00%
100.00%
50.00%
0.00%

-50.00%

1317 1200 1100 1000 900 800 700 600 500 400 300 200 100

2

-100.00%
-150.00%
-200.00%
-250.00%

-300.00%
-350.00%
Accuracy

Structural Accuracy

Figure 36 Chart for table Table 4
Instead of measuring overall performance, we also want to measure the critical performance. We selected
productions range at 2 to 500 to deeply study the accuracy change. As shown in Table 5 and Figure 37, we use
non-linear production reduction for this measuring. The reason for that is because we want to study the different
types of cell effects on the performance of grammar. The productions removed for every test are shown in
Table 6 (only shows the one for positive accuracy). To combine both tables, we found that 816 cell are repetitive
of A and P, which is more than half. This validates that the lineage of cells follows the same pattern of cell
divisions and very few exceptions (section 2.5.3). The only difference is the ending cell, which allows cell carry out
specific functions. As shown in

Table 6, by removing partial branch and summarize C, D, E, MS family cells. We can
reduce the total of 126 productions with only 11.78% accuracy and 3.28% structural
accuracy lost. This shows that those cells follow a regular pattern during the
embryological process, and can be generated effectively using grammar. For

example, at generation 5, cells divide into two – one ends and one keep dividing. The
creature 7, remove of a partial branch of AB cause a significant decrease in accuracy
(104.1%). This implies that there is a critical threshold which cells lineage does not
follow a regular pattern. This may because of cells are slightly different from each
other (same in the early stage, but different later. See section 2.5.3). We can further
investigate on this scenario by conducting further research on biological reference
(see section 2.4Biological reference) such as cell genes and DNA. The structural
accuracy drops negative at 15 productions, which means large amount of missing
and extra cells that destroy the internal structure of creature. This requires the
grammar has at least around 20 productions to have half of the structure correct.
Table 5 The experiment result for critical performance. The critical point at 114 productions the accuracy suddenly
drops more than 100%. And structural accuracy drops to 28%, which means the grammar no longer can
reproduce the structure of C. Elegans

Test
Original Data
Creature 1
Creature 2
Creature 3
Creature 4
Creature 5
Creature 6
Creature 7
Creature 8
Creature 9
Creature 10
Creature 11
Creature 12

Number of Productions
Accuracy
Structural Accuracy
1317
100.00%
100.00%
501
100.00%
100.00%
406
94.78%
100.00%
395
91.80%
97.61%
386
88.22%
99.11%
360
82.25%
95.53%
340
79.27%
94.63%
114
-24.83%
28.41%
28
-65.10%
13.65%
21
-147.58%
13.65%
15
-186.06%
-23.94%
11
-261.00%
-86.35%
2
-305.29%
-105.29%

Similarity
150.00%
100.00%
50.00%
0.00%
-50.00%

1317 501

406

395

386

360

340

114

28

21

15

11

2

-100.00%

-150.00%
-200.00%
-250.00%
-300.00%
-350.00%
Accuracy

Structural Accuracy

Figure 37 Chart for table Table 5

Table 6 Each step removed cells. C, D, E, MS cells have very consistent pattern which results large amount of
production reduced with only little accuracy lost. The AB cells are non-consistent, and they are slightly different
from each other. It results maximum performance impact on our grammar.

Test
Creature 1
Creature 2
Creature 3
Creature 4
Creature 5
Creature 6
Creature 7

Cells Removed
Productions Reduced Accuracy Lost
A and P
816
0.00%
Summarize C, D, E, MS.
95
5.22%
Partial branch of C, D, E
11
2.98%
Partial branch of MS
20
3.58%
Major branch of MS
26
5.97%
MS cells generation 11 and 12
20
2.98%
Partial branch of AB
226
104.10%

Conclusion
Through above results, we validate that we can procedurally generate a nematode
worm using grammatical approach. The grammar used in vegetation generation (see
section 2.2.7) can also be used for generation of the creature. The grammar can
reproduce the embryological process and internal structure with a small number of
productions. We can generate a perfect nematode worm with around 500
productions. We recreate a nematode worm that matches the biological reference.
The grammar has around 2.6 times efficiency without affecting accuracy. It has
about 4 times efficiency with similar structure. The new evaluation method qualifies
the similarity of virtual and real worm. It also measures the overall performance and

critical performance for the grammar. Through above result and experiment (section
7), we have answered the research question 4 and 5. We use the biological reference
to significantly reduced production rules for grammars. We accurately measure the
structure of virtual worm and calculate the accuracy and efficiency of grammars. At
this point, all research questions are successfully answered.Table 4 The experiment
result for

Conclusion, contribution and future work
This research proposes to generate the internal structure of character using
procedural generation, which will deliver a significant amount of details and realistic
animations. The initial idea inspired by the biological process that a single cell can
grow a complex creature (embryological process). The research involves a new
method to use grammatical approach to replicate the embryological process and
internal structure of creature.
This research investigates the smallest creature in the world – nematode worm. A
large amount of data for nematode worm are collected and classified. The raw data
is processed into a string grammar to reconstruct a 4D embryo visualization.
Grammar language built based on biological reference, which grammar can replicate
both inner and outer cell functions. The grammar can reproduce not only
embryological process of nematode worm, but also morphogenesis process which
cell merge to carry out specific functions. New evaluation method and criteria
defined. The experiment test the grammar uses those criteria which accurately
measure the similarity of virtual and real worm.
Few tools are developed for this research – EmbryoSimulator, GrammarSimulator,
DataProcess, and TreeValidator. EmbryoSimulator uses string grammar to
reconstruct 4D embryo visualization. CellSimlatorV2 uses graph grammars to
simulate the embryological process of the creature. It also can generate graph text
uses dot language, which can be used in Graphviz to visualize the structure of
creature. DataProcess provides a simple solution for process data and generates
grammars. TreeValidator calculates the similarity of two tree structures uses graph
text written in dot language.
Five research questions have been answered. We collected quantitative data for
nematode worm to provide relevant details for the embryological process (question
1, section 2.7 and 3). We expressed embryological algorithmically using string
grammars. We use data collected, convert it into string grammar. Then use string
grammar to reconstruct the 4D embryological process of nematode worm
(grammatical representation) (question 2 and 3, section 4). We proposed graph

grammars instead use string grammars and enhance it with biological reference. This
significantly reduced productions for grammars. Also we accurate measure the
overall performance and critical performance for our grammars by direct data
comparison between virtual and real worm (question 4 and 5, section 7).
The main contributions to this research are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Collect and classify the data for nematode worm
Process data to into string grammar
Recreate virtual worm 4D embryo visualization using string grammar
Defines graph grammar and text grammars which replicate both inner and
outer cell functions
5. Develop four applications describe above
6. Defines evaluation method and criteria to measure the similarity of virtual
and real worm
7. Validate that grammatical approach can be used for procedurally generate
internal structure of creature
There are two limitations for this research:
1. The experiment only involves one creature (C. Elegans) which may produce
different results for other creature.
2. The biological reference only applies on early stage (8 cells). The mid and late
stage of cell genes, cell-cell interaction, is critical because these result in cell
differentiation and death

Future work
The results of this research are to use grammatical approach to replicate the internal
structure of creature. How to replicate geometry is also important because the
creature is a 3D object. Therefore, create 3D structure and geometry is necessary for
the future. The 3D structure requires creating 3D graph grammars that can be
identified by the computer. The text grammars may also change to store graph
grammars with limited storage space effectively.
Another direction is to consider cell-cell connections. Although the graph grammars
in this research can represent the cell-cell connections, we haven’t investigated too
much in that field. The current rules are simple – if A connects to B, when A divides
into Aa and Ab. Then Aa connects to B and Ab connects to B. In fact, the connections
between cells are effect by cell positions. The cell pushing each other when they
divided, which results some cells physically move away from others. Further

investigation into cell movement and positioning would help define the shape of the
creature.
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Appendices
All appendices is in the zip file that can be download at link
<https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5lhAehuxQTyYm5TdVpldmVDRHc >

Appendix A – Cell lineage cytoscape
File name: Cell Lineage Cytoscape - OpenWorm.xls
Description: the cell lineage, timing information in an excel sheet
Examples:

Appendix B – Cell lineage cytoscape for DataProcess
File name: Cell Lineage Cytoscape for DataProcess.csv

Description: the csv file of 11.1, which used for DataProcess software to generate
grammar. The csv file is a text file which can open using Notepad.
Examples:

Appendix C – Original grammar
File name: Original Grammar.txt
Description: the original grammar used for construct 4D embryo.
Examples:

Appendix D – Cell position data files
Folder name: Cell Lineage and Position Data Files - WormGUIDES
Description: the folder stores the cell position data for construct 4D embryo. The file
such as “t001-nuclei” can open use WordPad.
Examples:

Appendix E – Applications
Folder name: CellSimulatorV2
Description: the Applications build for this research uses C# language. The simulator
includes three applications – CellSimulatorV2, DataProcess, TreeValidator. The
GrammarSimulator (CellSimulatorV2) is the grammar simulator used to simulate the
embryological process and export dot language. The DataProcess used to generate
initial and final grammar file for 4D embryo and GrammarSimulator. The
TreeValidator used to calculate the score.
Examples:

Appendix F – 4D embryo
Folder name: CellSimulator
Description: The project build using Unity3D engine that reconstruct 4D
embryological process of C. Elegans. An executable file located in
“Build\Windows\x32”.
Examples:

Appendix G – Grammar production files
Folder name: Grammar Production Files
Description: the grammar production names used for experimental.
Examples:

Appendix H – Final result
File name: Final Result.xlsx
Description: the experiment result for generate creature use grammar language
Examples:

Appendix I – Graphviz
Folder name: Graphviz
URL: <www.graphviz.org > (North 2000)

Description: the visualization tool for hierarchical structure. Graphviz uses dot
language to generate graphs.
Examples:

